OUTLOOK 2019: RACQUETS

Get Fit With the
Right Racquet

Manufacturers continue to
add flexibility and comfort
features to their frames.

T

By Nate Pagel

he new year brings us a wide range of
new racquets. Styles and preferences
ebb and flow, and lately we have seen
many racquet designs shift from flashy to
minimalist—including most of Wilson’s
racquets, the Dunlop CX line, and Head’s Speed, Extreme and
Instinct racquet lines.
We’ve also started to see racquets become more flexible
and softer on the arm; specifically, the success of the Prince
Phantom line, Babolat’s softening of its ever-popular Pure
Aero line, and the new Wilson Clash.
In addition to the standbys, it’s exciting to see some new
names in the racquet industry. Diadem, previously focused
mainly on strings, enters the marketplace; Snauwaert is an
old company making a new run. Both of these companies
released several racquets in 2018, with more to come.
At the U.S. Racquet Stringers Association, we emphasize
the need to “fit” players properly. With all the racquets on the
market, you should be able to help players find the right frame
for their game. Here are some of the latest offerings.
Babolat / babolat.com /877-316-9435
The Pure Aero is the reference racquet for players who use
spin to define their game. Babolat’s series of innovations
has further improved this frame: Aeromodular technology
improves aerodynamics, providing for faster racquet-head
speed; FSI Spin offers an open string pattern with oblongshaped grommets to generate additional spin; the Woofer
system optimizes the interaction between the ball and the
string. The 2019 Pure Aero provides excellent spin finetuned with two new concepts, the results of bold technical
partnerships: Carbonplystabilizer powered by Chomarat for
stability, and Cortex Pure Feel powered by Smac for feel.
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Babolat's Pure Aero line
includes the Pure Aero,
Pure Aero Team, Pure
Aero Lite, Pure Aero
Tour and Pure Aero +.
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At the U.S. Racquet Stringers Association, we emphasize the need to
“fit” players properly. With all the racquets on the market, you should be able to
help players find the right frame for their game.

Dunlop / dunloptennis.us
888-215-1530

Tecnifibre / tecnifibre.com
888-301-7878

Volkl / volkltennis.com
866-554-7872

Dunlop has unveiled a super premium CX Series racquet range, which
the company says is its most technologically advanced line to date. The CX
Series, with Dunlop’s Srixon technology, has been developed over the past
18 months to provide players with
increased power, comfort and control.
With players hitting the ball with
more spin and at the top of the racquet, the CX Series is designed to have
a 30 percent larger sweetspot, giving
players more confidence, particularly
on off-center hits.

Tecnifibre is getting ready to release
its new line of T.Rebound Tempo 2
racquets with updated cosmetics,
which have been designed specifically
for women with the help of Playlab.
The company says it examined the
physiological differences between
male and female players and used this
information to design frames with
ideal speed, power, spin and performance for women players. Tecnifibre
is planning to release these racquets to
coincide with International Women’s
Day on March 8.

Volkl is expanding its V-Feel line
with the V1 Oversize, V1 Midplus, V1
Pro, V-Feel 1 and V-Feel 5 racquets.
V-Feel technology combines the
company's Eva, V-Cell and V-Tex
technologies to make Volkl racquets
more resilient, absorb shock better
and increase strength.
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Diadem / diademsports.com
844-434-2336

Wilson / wilson.com
773-714-6400

Solinco / solincosports.com
310-201-0166

The Elevate is designed for the
all-court player who likes to take
aggressive swings from anywhere on
the court. The frame provides precision and control, while still offering
enough pop for penetrating shots.
The 16x20 string pattern provides
excellent spin.
The Nova is designed for the player
looking to add explosive power. The
16x19 string pattern is spin friendly
and helps add power on groundstrokes
and pop on the serve. And with its
metallic accents, it looks great, too.

Through thousands of elite and
amateur player interviews, focus
groups and feedback sessions over the
past several years, Wilson says it heard
three central needs from today’s tennis racquets: power, control and feel.
To create its new Clash, Wilson says it
“broke apart” every element of traditional racquet design—throat, beam,
strings, head—to look for novel ways
to deliver these critical attributes to
players. The result, says the company,
is a frame with a mix of high-performance playability and accuracy.

The Shadow utilizes a new performance material, Liquid Crystal
Polymer, which Solinco says provides
exceptional strength—five times
stronger than steel—vibration dampening characteristics and resistance
to abrasion. The Shadow’s knife-like
profile and design also reduces wind
resistance and drag on swings, to allow
for faster racquet acceleration, head
speed and maneuverability.
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Styles and preferences ebb and flow, and lately we have seen many
racquet designs shift from flashy to minimalist. We’ve also started to see
racquets become more flexible and softer on the arm.

Head / head.com
800-289-7366
The new Extreme Series, played by
ATP pro Richard Gasquet, offers maximum spin on each shot. With advanced
Graphene 360 Technology, unique spin
grommets and an open string pattern, the
Extreme Series does one thing to the max:
Spin the game your way. There are three
models in the series: Extreme Pro (10.9
oz.), Extreme MP (10.6 oz.) and Extreme
Lite (9.3 oz.). All have a 100-square-inch
head size and a 16x19 open string pattern,
which is great for spin.
Head also introduces the new Graphene
360 Instinct line, which it says provides
the right combination of effortless power
and easy playability, for players looking for
a high-level of comfort along with more
power. The Instinct’s specially designed
cross-section creates a bigger sweetspot,
says the company, while the Graphene
360 technology provides greater stability
and optimized energy transfer for more
power. There are four models: Instinct
MP (10.6 oz.), Instinct S (10.1 oz.), Instinct
Lite (9.5 oz.) and Instinct PWR (8.1 oz.).
The Instinct Series is endorsed by Maria
Sharapova and Tomas Berdych.

Yonex / yonexusa.com
424-201-4800
C O U RT E S Y D I A D E M , W I L S O N, S O L I N C O, H E A D, YO N E X

Yonex released its new lineup of VCore
racquets this past fall, featuring its signature Isometric head shape the company
says provides greater control without the
loss of power. Now, along with the original
“Flame Red” color, Yonex has added a
“Galaxy Black” colorway to the mix.
There are six frames in the line: VCore
95, VCore 98, VCore 100 and VCore Game,
along with two junior racquets, VCore 25
and VCore 26. These racquets also take
advantage of Yonex’s new Aero Fin, Aero
Trench, Liner Tech and Namd technologies for a faster swing, greater maneuverability, increased ball pocketing and “ballcrushing” spin, according to the company.
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